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This tool lets you generate link of any website. Browse any website URL and
copy its link using this link generator. You can also insert any link in your blog,

forum, MSN Instant Messenger, email. This tool easily generates link of any
website just by pasting the URL in the text box. Use this tool to generate
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T&C applies only to the plugin and not to the website. Disclaimer:
SirusGame.com uses various tools to verify the authenticity of software. Since
we always obtain data from third-party sources, we are not responsible for the
accuracy or actual integrity of those data. By using this website, you agree to

our use of cookies.An Indonesian bookseller who was threatened with
deportation after publishing the Koran on social media is to be granted the right
to stay in Britain. Bakrie Ibrahim, whose family owns the largest bookstore chain

in Indonesia, had posted a picture of a copy of the Muslim holy book on his
Facebook page last week, days after he was told he faced expulsion from the

UK. The 33-year-old had initially been told he had to leave the country within 14
days on grounds of breaking the law, before he was granted a two-year
permission to remain in the UK after an appeal. His passport had been

confiscated following the announcement, but the Home Office subsequently
decided to let him stay and gave him a “permanent” work permit. The

campaigner was in “strong protest” about the situation and will be temporarily
meeting government immigration officials to discuss his “legitimate feelings”,

according to the Home Office. “The case was being considered as a deportation
case against someone under the Immigration Act. “Although that status has now

been removed, we can discuss with the individual if any further action is
required, including deportations. It is the case that we do not deport a person

into Indonesia, unless there 595f342e71
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